INTRODUCTION
The research in automatic translation brought about by the introduction of computers into the technology has ~The research described herein has b&en supported by the Information Systems Branch of the Office of Naval Research. The present work is an amplification of a paper~ "The Lexicon: A Matri~ of Le~emes and Their Properties"~ contributed to the Conference on Mathematical Linguistics at Budapest-Balatonszabadi, September 6-i0~ 1968. engendered a change in linguistic thinking, techniques, and " output.
The essence of this change is that vague generalizations cast into such phrases as 'words which have this general meaning are often encountered in these and similar structures' have been replaced by the precise definition of rules and the enumeration of complete sets of words defined by a given property. Whereas once it was acceptable to say (e.g., about Russian) that 'certain short forms which are modals tend to govern a UTO6~ clause', now it is required that: (a) the term 'modal' be defined, either bY criteria so precise that any modal could be easily identified, or if that is not possible, by a list containing all of the modals of the language, and (b) the 'certain short forms which are modals' which actually do govern a UTOOM clause be likewise identified, either by precise criteria, or by a list.
Linguistic research into Russian has led to and will continue to yield many discoveries about the language, and the problem of recording and recalling the content of these discoveries is not trivial. A system is required to organize the information which has been ascertained, so that this information can be conveniently retrieved when it is required; such a system is realized as a lexicon.
Fillmore /3/ has defined a lexicon as follows:
I conceive of a lexicon as a list of minimally redundant descriptions of the syntactic, semantic, and phonological properties of lexical items, accompanied by a system ot redundancy rules, the latter conceivable as a set Of instructions on how to interpret the lexical entries.
-2-2.
DESCRIPTION OF THE LEXICON
The steps in the construction of a lexicon may be detailed as follows:
a) deciding which words to enter, i.e., the lexical stock a) The Lexical Stock
Ideally a Russian lexicon should contain all of the words in the Russian language, but 'all Russian words' is a set whose contents are not universally agreed upon, since some words are gradually dropped from usage, while others are continually being formed and added to the lexical stock. The words to be entered in the lexicon could be obtained from existing sources,i.e., lexicons and technical dictionaries, and be supplemented by neologisms found in written works.
The lexicographer must also be alert for new meanings and contexts in which 'old' words may appear.
b) Subsets of the Lexical Stock
The lexical stock of Russian may be subdivided into word classes, i.e., words having certain properties in common. has the following meanings with the following complements:
i) 'to go after' with 3a + instr.
2) 'to ensue' with H3 + gen.
3) 'to be guided by something' with dative without prep.
She recommended that the stems with different meanings be treated as different, and that a model be composed separately for each item.
Rakhmankulova /6/ has written 12 models of complements for sentences containing any of ten different German verbs denoting position in space, and she illustrates, in a matrix, which verbs can appear in which models. The above entry may not be complete. For instance, i% does not show the entry y+gen which reflects a phrase in Smirnitsky's dictionary /7/, Tpe6oBaT5 O6%SCHeHMS y KOF0 --'to demand an explanation from somebody', which is not shown in three Russian lexicons /8/. Furthermore, i% can be seen that the patterns with K+da% can be extended so that that phrase is replaced by B+aCC or even by an adverbial ~OMOR -'home'. New information will always be added.
One transformationalist technique is to specify a syntactic construction along with a list of (all of the) lexemes which can occur in a certain position of that construction.
The set of lexemes which Can be tokens in a certain position of a construction is the domain of that construction with respect to the position. Once a. lexeme is in that domainsthe pair consisting of the position and the construction becomes par% of the definition of that lexeme. The lexeme is completely defined by all of the pairs in which it is a token, and ideally the contents of a lexical entry would include all such pairs.
Fillmore /9/ has compiled a list of English verbs which take a to-phrase complement, i.e. le~emes which occur in the position VERB of the construction SUBJ + VERB + to-phrase.
He is careful to point out that the to-phrase must function as the complement of the verbs on the list (e.g., agree, On the table is (a) book.
are structurally identical, since morphologically isal and laual are both in the adessive case and raamat is in the nominative case, when functional (semantic) case names are used, isal is dative and laual is locative, while raama___.___~t is in both sentences in the objective case.
As researchers work in the area of discovering and codifying syntactic properties, they find out that semantic considerations are impossible to avoid. Much of the new work in lexieology involves the analysis of predicates and their arguments (i.e., subjects, and complements such as clauses, noun/adjective phrases, and prepositional phrases).
The transition from purely syntactic coding (i.e., specifying the complements and their morphological cases if applicable) to semantic coding has been made by Fillmore /13/ with his grammatical cases (e.g., agent, instrument, object).
d) Compiling the Information
Compiling a dictionary entails discovering facts about a language and arranging these facts in such a way that they may be conveniently retrieved. The ,key factor is that once a statement is made about a certain member of a word Class, all the other menbers of that class must be coded for the way that statement applies to them. If the linguist has in his corpus ax, bx, but not cx (where a, b, c are elements with general distributional similarity)9 he may wish to check with the informant as to whether cx occurs at all. The eliciting of forms from an informant has to be planned with care because of suggestibility in certain interpersonal and intercultural relations and because it may not always be possible for the informant to say whether a form which is proposed by the linguist occurs in his language. Rather than constructing a form cx and asking the informant 'Do you say cx?' or the like, the linguist can in most cases ask questions which should lead the informant to use cx if the form occurs in the informant's speech.
At its most innocent, eliciting consists of devising situations in which the form in question is likely to occur in the informant's speech. one might never realize, using a canonical for lexicon, that cea is both the past tense of OeCT~ -'to sit down' -and the genitive plural of ce~o -'village' -~ but this property would be immediately evident if tea were an entry head.
In the Wayne State University machine translation research, Russian text to be translated or analyzed is 'read in' one sentence at a time; starting from left to right, segments of the sentence are 'looked up' in order to obtain whatever information about them has been stdred in the machine translation lexicon. The minimum segment is one word; the maximum segment is an entire sentence~ no segment is fermi-nated inside a ~ord.
The entry heads of the lexicon were designed to correspond to the segments, and therefore are ~rds or sequences of words (idioms). The entry heads could be canonical forms or stems, but this would require automatic procedures for transforming any inflected form into its canonical form, and for finding the stem of any form in text.
Space can be saved in a full form lexicon by entering only once~ perhaps under the canonical form, the information which all members of a paradigm share 9 and cross referencing this information under the related entry heads. In the Wayne State University machine translation research~ sets of complementation patterns are stored in an auxiliary dictionary and any set can be referenced by any verbal form.
The sequence of entry heads in the lexicon is alphabetical, since the shape of the text word to be looked up is its only identification. Naturally, if the set of Russian words could be put into a one-to-one correspondence with some subset of the positive integers by a function whose value on any word in its domain could be determined only by information deducible from the graphemic structure of that word~ then the entry heads of the lexicon would not have to be in alphabetic i order; in this case, the lookup would be simpler and faster, since the entries could be randomly accessed.
The number of columns in the matrix of any word class should be without limit so that new information can be entered. Similarly, the number of rows should be without limit to allow additions as the lexical stock of the language grows.
coNCLusION
Lexical information is the consummation and thereby also 
